
SHOULD YOU BE CONCERNED WITH
UNINSURED DEEDS?

In the real estate world sometimes uninsured deeds are used for adding or subtracting family members from a title deed, and 
one of the most common title deeds is a quitclaim deed. Before utilizing the quitclaim or any other type of uninsured deed the 
title company will most commonly ask these simple questions:

• Can all signatures of signers on the uninsured deed be verified?

• What is the purpose behind the uninsured deed?

• Was the goal to secure a loan?

• Was the deed signed under stress or duress?

• Did the signer of the deed sign it to avoid problems with creditors?

• What type of consideration was given for the uninsured deed?

• Was it a gift?

Breaking Down Uninsured Deeds

What is an Uninsured Deed?

When it comes to using the title company to record deeds, simple preparation always pays off and can help to protect the 
homeowner from any problems that may arise because of the deed.

Some of the simple things that a home buyer can do to make sure that all business concerning their deed is handled 
professionally include the following:

• Always use a qualified Escrow Company to work on a deed

• Make sure that the date the deed was signed is verified and confirmed because,
if the date is wrong, this can make a big difference when it comes to the future sale of the property

• Never attempt to handle any business involving a deed yourself,
it’s always best to leave all business involving deeds to the Escrow Company because this could eliminate any future
headaches and save you time and money when it comes to selling the home in the future

Simple Preparation Pays Off

An uninsured deed is a deed that has not been examined by the title company.  

Before the deed can be recorded, it must be examined by a title company, and the title company will do a complete back-
ground search of recorded liens or disputes that have been filed on the property.  

The title company’s goal is to make sure that the current owner of the home can transfer ownership of the home to the new 
owner without encountering any unforeseen circumstances.

This information is provided as a general educational resource and is not intended to, and shall not be deemed to, constitute legal advice. For questions concerning a 
specific situation, please contact an attorney or tax professional.
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